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It is shown that bo.D-l:xxly decays of unstable particles produced 

in very high-energy hadronic collisions nmst show up as peaks in the 

single-particle mc:.m:mtum spectra of their decay products obseIVed near 

YCMS ~ O. 

New massive objects can be detected whenever these peaks distort 

the steeply falling PT-continuum. Prelimin:ary evidence for such 

distortions (one of which may be due to the chanred D-meson) is 

obtained fran pion spectra measured at the CERN ISR. 
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For the last two decades, the distribution of the transverse rocm:mtum 

component .PT of secondaries fran high energy hadronic collisions (abbre

viated hereafter as PT -spectra) have pro~ided valuable infonnation about 

the mechanism of multiple particle production,. especially after the 

discovery of a specific "large-PT behavior" at the CERN ISR. 

In the .inn1.lllerable investigations of this subject, PT-spectra have 

always been treated as essentially SlOOOth curves and all rrodel predictions 

ted . t '. 1,2 ha been all th tes agams expenrrent ve equ y SlOOO . Actually, one 

v.onders why PT -spectra sh:Juld have been thought of as SlOOOth in the 

first place. Indeed 'We know that a large fraction of the pions or kaons 

observed in the final state arise from the decay of sh:Jrt-lived inter-

mediate states, rrany of which have tVoO-body decay charmels with non-

negligible partial widths. 

The aim of this work is to draw attention to the fact that in 

measurements at 90° eMS, especially of the kind carried out at the CERN 

4 5 ISR, , decay products from sh:Jrt-lived massive objects (abbreviated 

hereafter as Sm) will produce structures in the PT-spectra which can 

be used to detect the parent particle. Indeed some evidence of such 

effects is already at hand. 

If the sm is created at rest it is obvious that its decay will 

produce tertiaries (say, pions) with a a-type pT-spectrum, say 

*' a (PT - P )dPT· At first sight it might seem that the angular and 

marentum distribution of the parent SMO will wash out this sharp line. 

This, however, is not so. Indeed, all particle production spectra are 

steeply falling. Furthe:rroc>re, decay kinematics allow observation of 

tertiaries at 90° CMS only for a very restricted range of (low) 
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rapidities of the SM). As a result, it can be shown that the spectrLml 

of tertiaries at 90° is always peaked at a m:::mmtum close to p*. 

We illustrate this by a simple exarrple. let the parent particle 

be emitted with a flat rapidity distribution and vanishing transverse 

manentum. If p* is the decay rrorrentum in the 8M) I S rest frane (deter

mined, for the case of n...o-body decay only by the three relevant masses) , 

the spectrLml of momenta p of any decay product of mass m observed at 

90° CMS is 

(1) 

This expression has a flat maximum at a value of p close to m and 

diverges at p = p*. ExperiIrental resolution and/ or resonance width 

will change the divergence to a sharp peak close to p*. 

If the 8M) mass M* is relatively low (as is e.g. the case of p or 

cp rresons) the peak in the 90° pion or kaon spectrLml will be located in 

a region where it is drowned in the continuum. However, for really 

massive particles like, e.g. the ch.anred D-rreson, the decay morrentum p * 

is so high that, even with an unfavorable phase-space and/or branching 

ratio to n...o-body decay, the D-decay can becare canpetitive to the 

point when it is able to distort the slope of the (steeply falling) 

continuum. 

Fig. la shows the 90° PT-spectrum of pions fram D + K + TI decay 

obtained by M:>nte carlo. D-rresons were produced in a IS = 53 GeV p-p 

collision with a flat rapidity distribution and a "reasonable" transverse 

rrcmentum distribution. It is obvious that a sharp peak in the pion 

spectrum is present close to p*. A change to isotropic D-production 

in the pp CMS only enhances the sharpness of the peak. 
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Fig. Ib shows the distortion produced by this decay spectrum when 

it is superinposed on an exponential pion background 5000 tiIres richer 

in particles. 

Obviously, the heavier the hypothetical SID, the better a chance 

it stands to pierce the background. 

As to existing experirrental evidence Fig. 2 shows a surcmary of 

pion spectra observed at the ISR for IS going fran 21 to 63 GeV. The 

logarithmic slope 

(2) 

is plotted against PT. The neasurerrents cover the range 0.2-5 C£.V, over 

which the continuum intensity (indicated by dec:irnal logarithms of the 

differential cross section above the arr<;>wS) drops by 7 orders of magni

tude. The points are weighted averages fram a) 5 IS-values below 2 

GeV (charged pions3); b) 4 IS-vaiues (neutral pions) above 2 c£'V. 4 A 

significant "wiggle" is seen in the charged pion spectrum at the value 

. 5 
precilcted for the decay of the D-rreson (- 0.85 C£.V/c). The numbers on 

top of Fig. 2 show the frequency of positive and negative deviations fram 

an exponential fit in the independent runs with different values of Is. 

The obvious non-random beh.Etvior of- these numbers at the "wiggle" is inde-

pendent proof for statistical significance of the latter. 

The absence- _ of a similar "wiggle" in the proton spectra (x
2

/ n = 14/10) 

neasured with the sane experirrental setup proves that B is not distorted 

by errors in the narentum calibration. 

The lTo-spectrum shows evidence for at least "bJo "wiggles" which, 

if taken at face value and assigned to "bJo-body decays of new, hypo-
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thetical SM)' s ~uld place these in the mass range of M* ~ 7-9 GeV. 

This raises the urgent need for a new generation of high-accuracy 

PT-experirrents. 

This report was supported by the Nuclear Physics Division of 

the Depart:nent of Energy. 
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established resonances have p*-values too low to compete with the 

continuum. 
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FIGURE CAPl'IONS 

Fig. la Pion spectrum at 90° CMS expected fran D + k + 'IT decay 

(arbitrary units) • 

Fig. lb Logarithroic slope of a pion spectrum resulti,ng fran super-

position of 0.02% D + k + 'IT decays (Fig. la) and of a 

pion continuum falling like exp (-6 PT) . 

Fig. 2 Deviations from an exponential fit of the logarithmic slopes 

+ 
of pion spectra measured at the CERN ISRi circles = 'IT - , 

weighted mean of runs at IS =" 23, 31, 45, 53, and 63 GeVi 

triangles = 'IT 0, weighted nean of runs at 23, 31, 45, and 53 

GeVi mnnbers on top of each experimental point show how often 

positive (+) and negative (-) deviations occurred in the 

different runs. 
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